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(1 ) (1 5%) A baseball is thrown with spin so 曲的 three concurrent forces act on it as 

shown in the following figure. The weight W is 1.4 N, the drag D is 0.45 N , and 

the lift L is perpendicular to the velocity V of the bal l. If it is k:nown that the 

y-component ofthe resul tant is - 1.5 N and the z-component is - 0.24 N, 
determine L， θand R. 
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(2) (1 0%) The roof truss is composed of 300 
- 600 right triangles and is loaded 部

shown below. Compute the forces in members BH and HG. 
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(3) (1 5%) ηle beam is subjected to the two similar loadings shown below where the 

rnaximurn intensity of loading, in fo rce per unit Jength, is wo. Oerive expressions 

for the shear Vand ITínment M in the bearn in terms of the distance x measured 

from the center of the beam. 
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(4) (20%) Crank CB oscillates about C through a limited arc, causing cr剖1k OA to 

oscillate about O. When the linkage passes the position shown with CB 

horizon個1 and OA vertical, the angul訂 velocity of CB is 2 rad/s counterclockwise. 

For this instant‘ detennine the angular velocities and angular accelerations of OA 

andAB. 

(5") (20%) The chain is released from 閃st with the length b of overhanging links just 

sufficient to initiate motion. The coefficients of static and kinetic friction 

between the links and the horizontal surface have essentially the same value μ

Neglect any 企iction at the corner. 

(1) Detennine 伽 velocity U of the chain when the last link leaves the edge by 

using Newton's Law of rnotion. 

(2) Deternüne 出e velocity U of the chain when 伽 l品t 1i也 leaves the edge by 

using conservation of mechanical energy. I L - b '1 
(3) How much time does i t 個ke?
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(6 ) (20%) 甘le uniform 12-kg squ缸e panel is suspended 仕orn point C by the 

two wires at A and B. If the wire at B suddenly breaks, calculate the 

tension T in the wire at A an instant after the break occurs. 
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